Please Note: ECOmmune is a zero-waste sharing community, which will come together beautifully if we all act as one community towards a cleaner world. With this in mind here are a few guidelines to enable each one to make the best of this space.
Guidelines:

Pre-Event

● Upload your photograph & short-bio (5 sentences) - UPLOAD HERE
● Please complete the payment of INR 350, which is the cover charge per person for food & beverage at Justbe Cafe - REGISTER HERE

Event

● Bring your contribution to the event. It could be a DIY idea, a story, a poem, home-made products and any other tangible or abstract innovation
● Engage actively in the live workshops & sharing circles with other collaborators
● Exchange contacts and network with individual entrepreneurs, creators and producers
● Enable minimalistic packaging of any products or samples & refrain from using any plastic or bubble wraps
● Throughout the event we would practice the use of reusable materials like the cutlery, cushions and boards
● As this is a zero-waste event please carry your own water bottle (refill station will be made available), handkerchief/s (tissues will NOT be available) & extra cloth bag (to take back sharing items). Please carry back your waste (if you happen to generate any, although we request you not to) and dispose correctly

Post-Event

● Please share your experience and feedback with us
● We wish for you to contribute the learnings of the event with as many people as possible
● Stay in touch with the community until we meet again
FAQs

1. **Do I have to bring 30 samples of my product?**
   Not necessarily, you could even demonstrate your skill or explain the process in a document (like soap making) and the community could learn how to do it and carry the technique along with them.

2. **I provide a service. How can I engage with the community?**
   You could share details like a methodology, experience or stories related to your service during the sharing circle.

3. **How can I share e-material?**
   You could display a QR code of your material and reach the community.

4. **Can I bring printed material to distribute?**
   We are an earth-friendly organization. We try our best to minimise any damage to the environment. If any printed material could be replaced with e-material, it would help us create a more sustainable space.

5. **Can I bring my own lunch?**
   We wish to acknowledge the cafe owners' service in return for sharing their space. Although due to any health interventions or any other reasons if you wish to carry your lunch we could provide the best of our support.

6. **What happens if I am unable to make it to the event?**
   Owing to the uncertainties, if you are unable to make it to the event kindly suggest to us any individual you could transfer your invitation to.

7. **Can I attend only half of the event?**
   We would love for you to experience the diversity of the event throughout, but in case you have to leave in the middle of the event you could.

8. **I have a toddler, can I bring the little one along?**
   Considering the pandemic, we would wish for the toddlers safety, although due to any unmanageable situation we would love to have the toddler experience the environment.

9. **How to get to Justbe Cafe?**
   Justbe is located in Sadashivnagar, Bengaluru.
   Closest Metro Station- Srirampura Metro station or Mantri Square Metro station (approximately 3.8kms)
   Closest Bus stop- Bashyam Circle Sadashivanagar (200m) Malleswaram bus stand (2km)
   Landmark- Sankey Tank

10. **What are the covid protocols to follow?**
    Please carry masks and sanitizer for the safety of yourself and others. A Temperature check is mandatory.
The venue is naturally ventilated, adding to the safety of the individuals. Care for your own health with awareness and personal responsibility.

11. What about the waste that is generated while performing the workshops?
We will try our best to upcycle/reuse any fabric pieces or left over raw materials during the workshop or we would want you to carry over the creativity at your space. Also, please carry back your waste (if you happen to generate any, although we request you not to) and dispose correctly.

SHARING WITH A PURPOSE
POSSIBILITIES WITHIN THIS COMMUNITY...

- A platform that brings together unique individuals across the spectrum equipped with a particular skill, product, idea, knowledge or service; who believe in creating something new, sharing and learning in come together as a conscious community.

- Bringing together Earth lovers to offer their knowledge to live a more sustainable lifestyle.

- Creation of a safe space for individual changemakers to network with each other and build meaningful relationships that help support the community.

- Sharing practical experiences of learning/engaging with green cleaners, personal care products, closet upcycling, minimalism, sustainable travel, indigenous music, body-flow movement, composting, growing food etc. and therefore being capable of accomplishing change.

- Sharing of diverse and inclusive ideas formulating healthy, sustainable lifestyle choices by an individual in the Indian context for the collective benefit of the ecosystem we live in.